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4. Applications 
The base g> 2 is fixed. If z is a positive integer then the digits of z 
will be denoted as ZJ. That is, 
(4.1) z=(... zjzj-1 . . . z2zl),=zl+z2g+...+zjg'-'+..., 
where q~ (0, 1, . . . . g - 1). Let N = N(z) = min {j : q # 0). By the sequence 
of q leading digits of z (in the strict sense) we shall mean the sequence 
ZN, ZN-1, . . . , ZN-@-1. A sequence of q leading digits in the wide sense for z 
is meant to be any sequence of the form 0, . . . . 0, ZN, ZN-1, . . . . zN-q+ttl 
(which starts off with t zeros) ; it depends on the choice of t. By the 
sequence of the q least significant digits of z we mean the sequence 
zq, Q-1, . . . . 21. 
From now on, we will consider in more detail the special case of (3.1), 
where z is a product 
(4.2) z = 3$1)&) . . . @f) 
of ikl positive integers z(m). Here, z(m) is assumed to be of the form 
(4.3) &w = (~iij(w)~m)~m) . . . @(m@(qu, 
l This researoh was supported in part by the National Soienoe Foundation. 
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with 
as a non-zero block of T, digits w$~‘; (by a “digit” we shall always mean 
a member of the set (0, 1, . . . . g-l}). The number of blocks zZ(m) in (4.3) 
will be denoted as qm. Let further k be a fixed positive integer such that 
(45) k< Min (ML qaTz, . . . . qd’d. 
In the case where w\;“’ # 0 for all m this would mean that each z(m) has 
at least k digits in the sense that N@(m)) > k. We shall be mostly interested 
in the situation that M, the T, and G(m) are fixed while the qm are 
relatively large. 
It will be shown that, for M odd, the sequence of k’ leading digits of 
z in the wide sense has the same periodic behavior z = (0 ZZ 0 ...)p. as the 
sequence of the k least significant digits of z, in the sense that the 
expansion of z to the base g ends as z= (. . . @ @ CJ)~ with precisely the 
same repeating block of digits fi= (WI, wz, . . . . WT) ; (here, k’ is slightly 
smaller than k). 
The basic block 0 depends only on M and the blocks C(m) and not 
on the size of the x(m), that is, not on the qm. It should be stressed that 
the length T of this basic block is often quite large. And if z is not large 
enough, that is, if the qm are not large enough then there may be “no 
room” for two or more blocks it, in the expansion of z to the base g. 
Nevertheless, it will turn out that in any case the k’ leading digits of z 
(in the wide sense) coincide with the corresponding leading digits of 
(5 0 . . .) (which might be the leading digits wi, WZ, . . . WV, of the block 5). 
Simultaneously, for M odd, the sequence of the last k (least significant) 
digits of z coincides with the sequenoe of the last k digits of (... G ‘Lz) $ C), 
(even if kg T in which case the latter sequence would be the sequence 
WT-k+l, . . . , Wr-1, wr of the last k digits of the block 6). 
For example, take g= 10, M = 3, and each z(m) of the form 
(4.6) x=(11111 . . . llll)~o=(104-1)/9, 
where x has q digits 1. It turns out that in this case the basic block 0 
has a length T = 81. In fact, 
(4.7) 
8=(0013717421124828632235939643347050764458161865 
56927297668038408779149519890260631). 
Taking q= 26, one finds that 
z-a?=(1371742112482863223693963923182441700960219 
(4.8) ( - 478738038408779149519890260631)1o. 
Thus, the first 26 digits (in the wide sense) of z =a9 agree with those 
of G while the last q = 25 digits of z=d agree with those of $; (the middle 
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block of 24 digits of z is more “irregular”). By the way, from (4.6) with 
q=: 25 one has that 
2=x3=(1075-3.1050+3.1oa5-1)/729. 
Hence, the first 25 digits of x should agree with those of the decimal 
expansion of l/729. And in fact one has 
(4.9) l/729 = (ia ?z tii t-i) ...)10==(.0013717421124 ...)lo, 
with fi exactly as in (4.7). 
For N even, there is a slightly more involved rule, see below. As an 
example, take x as in (4.6) with q=27. Then 
(4.10) 
i 
xs2=(12345679012345679012345678987654320 
987654320987654321)io. 
Note that the last 26 digits, but not counting the fins;1 digit 1, form a 
periodic sequence with period 9 and repeated blocks (098765432), skipping 
1 each time. The fist 25 leading digits of z=xs form a periodic sequence 
of period 9 with repeated blocks (123456790), (or (012345679) for the 
25 leading digits in the wide sense), skipping 8 each time. 
The rule we have in mind (for 1M even) says about that, for large values 
q,,,, the sequence of least signijicant digits of z- 1 (instead of z) forms a 
periodic sequence (. . . tj il, ~3) with repeated blocks i3 = (01, . . . . OT), that 
further the sequence of leading digits (in the wide sense) of x forms a 
periodic sequence (a @ 8 . . . ) with repeated blocks 3 = (~1, . . ., WT), in such 
a way that 8 and 6 are complementary, (that is, oj+ wf= g- 1, for 
j=l, . . . . T). For values q,,, so small that N(z) is not much larger than T 
(and possibly smaller) it is still true that the leading digits of z coincide 
with the leading digits of 0 and that the trailing digits of z- 1 coincide 
with the trailing digits of the complementary period 6 of 8. 
In the example (4.10) one has g= 10, 
@=(012345679) and i;=(987654320); 
(a similar situation would occur for z=ti except that then i3 and ZZ 
have a length T = 729). As another example, take g= 10 and let 2=x(24) 
y( 16) with x(m) and y(n) as in Section 1. One finds that 
~=(179846513179846513179846613179846513179846513179 
48682O15348682O15348682Ol5348682Ol4348682Ol53487)~o. 
In this case, G=(179846513) and 6=(820153486). 
As our final example, take x= (123123123123123123)~c. Then 
(4.11) 6=(15159303447591735849705561417273129)~s. 
In this situation, the basic block @ has a length T = 333. It begins as 
~=(01515930344759173588002416 . ..) 
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and ends as 
ti3 = (. . . 717862006150294438682726871) 
so that i3 ends as 
G=(... 282137993849705661417273128). 
Let us return to the general case (4.2). To the block C(m) decked by 
(4.4) we associate the positive integer 
(4.12) w,=w~‘“‘gT~-i+w&~)gr~-2+...+w$ 
(lgw,<grm). It follows from (4.3) that 
(4.13) x(m) = $ We. (grm)J-l= (gumTm-- 1)~~~ 
f-l 
where ol,,, is the rational number defined by 
(4.14) cxm=wm/(gTn,-l), (O<or,gl). 
Moreover (4.2) and (4.13) imply that 
(4.16) z=p 6 (@mTm--l), where ,!?= fi &m. 
m-l 
One can write /l as 
m-l 
(4.16) B=r/s such that 821; (g, a)=1 and O<r<8, 
with r and s as fixed integers. From now on, T will denote the smallest 
positive integer such that gr = 1 (mod 8). Letting gr- 1 -As and w=Ar, 
one has 
(4.17) B=P/$=W/(gT-l)=(.~~~~ ...)8. 
Here, w is a positive integer with 1 <w <gT- 1. It can be uniquely 
represented as 
(4.18) w=?&gT-1+t&gT-2+...+wT with wj E (0, 1, . . . . g-l). 
Further, 69 will always denote the corresponding block fi= (WI, wa, . . . . wr) 
of length T. 
REMARK. The digits wi, WZ, . . . . wr may be calculated from the long 
division algorithm grj-i =u++rj with rj E (0, 1, . . . . s- l}, (ro=r, rj+T =rj). 
If T is large and one is more interested in the terminal digits of the block 
@ then it may be better to calculate wT, wr-1, . . . , wi from the algorithm 
(3.30), that is, R $+I = (B, + wt+a)/g, (Ro = r, j = 0, 1, . . . , T - 1). Naturally, 
R~=TT-~ for j=O, 1, . . . . T. Note that rf WT8 is divisible by g. 
Let 
(4.19) k’= Min (qlTl, . .., ~MTM) - [log,MJ- 1. 
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One has the lower bound 
l> c (l-g-Wm)>l- 2 g-@An>l-g-g-k'. 
WI-1 m-1 
Substituting (4.17) into (4.15), it is clear that in general the&d k’ leading 
digits of z coin&de with the jird k’ digits of 
( E’i8fi . ..)=@I. t&-, . . . . WT, wl, . . . . wT,ti& t&j, . ..). 
at least for leading digits in the wide sense ; (if for instance wi = wa = 0 
and ws#O then it is also true that in general the first k’ leading digits 
in the strict sense of x coincide with the fist k’ digits in 
(‘w3, w4, . . ., ‘WT, wl, c0z, . . ., WT, wl, . ..)). 
However, occasionally, the agreement is worse due to the presence of 
a large sub-block of zeros inside the block 6. For instance, if g = 10, M = 2 ; 
x(l) = (500500500500500500500500)~lJ 
with Z’i=3, 41=8; and 
z(2)=(199800199800199800199800)10 
with T2 = 6, q2 = 4 then k’ = 23 and further oci= 500/999, 
a2=199800/999999=200/1001 
so that /?=105/(1Ot'-l)=(.tZtZiZ . . . )10 with 8 = (100000) and T = 6. The 
above general rule would predict that the first 23 digits of z=z(Wz) 
are of the form (10000010000010000010000). However, 
(4.20) z=(1OOOOO1OOOOO1OOOOOO999998999998999998999999OOOOO)~o. 
Thus, only the first 18 digits agree. The next 6 digits should have been 
(100000) but were changed to (099999). 
By the way, note that 
(4.21) ~-1=(100000100000100000099999899999899999899999899999)~~. 
Hence, the last 28 digits of x- 1 agree with those of (... ii, 6 i3 i3) with 
c3 as the block C% = (899999) which is complementary to 0. This will turn 
out to be a general rule, see (4.29). 
REMARK. Let k be fixed and suppose one is only interested in the 
first k leading digits of the product z in (4.2). In order that these coincide 
with the first k digits in (C @ G . . .) one really does not need the full 
assumption (4.3). It will in general be sufficient that the first k + 1 + [logJ?f] 
leading digits of x(m) coincide with the corresponding digits in the right 
hand side of (4.3), (m= 1, . . . . M). 
A much more precise result holds for the sequence of the k least sign& 
cant digits of z. Namely, as far as these digits are concerned only the 
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k least significant digits of the positive integer x(m) are relevant 
(m= 1, . . . . M). Whether or not the other digits of x(m) agree with those 
in the right hand side of (4.3) is totally unimportant. 
For example, if g= 10 and x=(123123123847847847)10 then 
d= (15159303626052479221778333662535409)~,,. 
The first 8 digits here coincide with those in (4.11) while the last 9 digits 
coincide with those in 
(847847847847847847)$ = (718845973100227353043916789662535409)10. 
As the reader will have noted, our theory about the leading digits of z 
is somewhat imprecise. Much more precise statements can be made about 
the sequence zk, zk-1, . .., zr of least significant digits of the product z. 
Here, k will be fixed such that (4.5) holds. 
In formula (4.15) one has that (ggmrm- 1) G - 1 (mod gk), since 
qmTm> k. It follows that 8% E (- l)Mr (mod gk), that is, 
(4.21) z 3 (- I)M/l [mod gk], 
Let us first assume that 1K is odd. Then (4.17) and (4.21) yield that 
(4.22) z E -w/(g* - 1) [mod gk]. 
The criterion (3.6) (applied to z instead of x) now implies that 
(4.23) z is (... fin f8 C t& (mod gk). 
Comparing this with (4.1), we conclude that the sequence (zk, zk-1, . . . . zi) 
formed by the last k (least significant) digits of z coincides with the 
sequence formed by the last k digits in (... 6 @ @ fi), where @= (WI, wa, 
. . . . wr) . Equivalently, 
(4.24) a~+j=W~+l-j if i>O, l<j<T and iT+j<k. 
In view of the (italicized) result following (4.19), this completes the 
proof of the assertion following (4.5). 
In the illustration (4.8) one has g = 10, M= 3, T, = 1, qm = 25. Letting 
k=25, condition (4.5) holds and thus the last 25 digits of (4.8) must 
coincide with the last 25 digits of (... G G G). In the present case urn = l/9, 
(compare (4.6) and (4.13)), thus p= l/729 and @ is defined by (4.9). The 
length T of G is such that 10r G 1 (mod 729) (with T > 1 minimal), and 
one easily calculates that T = 81. Using the remark following (4.18), one 
finds @ to be as in (4.7). The above prediction says that the last 25 digits 
of z are precisely the last 25 digits of G. Thus one should have zi = 1, 
zz=3, . . . . 225 = 8. This is confirmed by the explicit calculation (4.8). 
Moreover, in (4.8) the next digit (namely zze) is already off, showing that 
condition (4.5) is very sharp. 
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Next consider the case that M is even. Then (4.17) and (4.21) yield that 
(4.25) z = +w/(g’-1) [mod gk], 
(instead of (4.22)). This can be rewritten as 
(4.26) z-l = -o/(gT-1) [mod gk], where w=(gT-1)-w. 
Here, because of (4.19 
(4.27) al = tu1gT-l+ 02gT-2 + . . . +WT where oj=g- l-q, 
(j= 1, . . . . 2’). Note that wj E (0, 1, . . . . g- 11. It is called the complementary 
digit of ~5. The block of T complementary digits will be denoted as 
(4.28) fi=(o1, co& . . . . COT). 
We conclude from (4.26), (4.27) and the criterion (3.6) (applied to z- 1 
instead of Z) that 
(4.29) z-1 = (... 6 ii, i3 i3), (mod gk). 
In other words, the sequence formed by the last k digits of z- 1 coh.des 
with the sequence formed by the last k digits of 
( . . . ii, i3 6) = (. . . WqwlW2 . . . O~co~co~ . . . OT). 
Consider first the case that xl#O. This is equivalent to each of the 
following: (i) z is not divisible by g; (ii) the product of the Jf final digits 
wpd is not divisible by g ; (iii) w is not divisible by g, that is, 1~ WT < g - 1. 
If g is a prime (say g= 2) then g # 0 if and only if we# 0 for all nz. 
In this case the sequence of the last k digits of z- 1 is precisely the 
sequence (zk, zk-1, . . . , zs, 22, zi- 1). Therefore, (4.29) is equivalent to 
(4.30) 
zl=g-WT; 
z4T+=g-l-wT+l+ if 2<iT+j<k, 
where i and j denote integers with i > 0, 1 <j< T. 
Next, consider the case that zi = 0. In other words, z is divisible by g’ 
for some positive integer t; let t be maximal. One has t > zB1 t,,, with 
t, as the largest nonnegative integer such that g” divides x(m). It follows 
from (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) that the block @=(wr, . . ..u)T) ends with 
precisely t zeros (so that t is determined by G). That is, 
(4.31) wT-j=o for O<j<t; WT-t>O, (t<T). 
Thus, Or-J=g-1 for O<j<t and WT-t<g-2. Adding 1 to each side of 
(4.29), it follows that 
z=l+(...~SGi3ii,), (mod ge) 
~ --- ( . ..OCUWW1.W2 ,..., COT-t-l,OT-t+l,o,o ,..., o), (modgg). 
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In other words, the digits 21, . .., zk of z are given by 
f 
q=o if lgj<t; 
(4.32) Zt+l = 9 - WT-t ; 
aT+,=g-l-wT+l+ if t+2giT+j<k. 
Here, i and j denote integers with i > 0, 1 <j< T. Note that (4.30) is the 
special case t=O of (4.32). 
The situation t > 0 occurs for instance in the illustration (4.20). Here, 
g=lO, M=2, tl=t2=2 and t=5. Further qlTl=q~T2=24. The last k=24 
digits are given by (4.32) with T=6, wl=l, w{=O for 2<i<6. 
As another example, let g= 10, M = 2 and 
x(l) = (4444 . . . 4444)1,-,; ~(2) = (252525 . . . 252525)10, 
each with 40 digits. One finds for the product z=z(%P) that 
z=(112233445566778900 1 112233445566778900 1 11221099 1 
887766554433221099 I8877665544332211OO)io. 
In this case, tl=tz=O, t= 2, T = 18, and 
fi=(112233445566778900), i3=(887766554433221099). 
In principle, the first half of the expansion of z would be periodic with 
repeating blocks G and the last half periodic with repeating blocks 6. 
However, due to the “ - 1” term in (4.29), the last block 6 is disturbed 
and the expansion ends with 33221100 instead of 33221099. 
The results of the Sections 2 and 3 allow many other applications. 
For example, take g= 10 and consider the positive integer 
(4.33) z = 23dW2) + 13x(3), 
where the x(m) are positive integers of the form 
x(l) = (. . . 292929 . . . 292929)10; 
z(2) = (. . . 777777 . . . 777777)uJ; 
x(3) = (. . . 858585 . . . 858585)io. 
Let k be a fixed positive integer and assume that each z(m) has at least 
k digits. We want to determine the periodic behavior of the last k digits 
zk, z~-i, . . . . zi of x when Ic is large. It follows from (3.6) and (4.34) that 
x(1) G -it [mod Sk] ; xc21 E - : [mod gk] ; x(3) s _ ;: [mod gkl, 
Hence, from (4.33), 
z = (23)(::)(i) - (13)($$) = - 74; [mod g’]. 
It is easy to bring c= -5276/891 in the form (3.14), (3.15), namely, 
- 6276/891=4- 10(884/891). 
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Here, 
884/891= (.992143658810326476)lo= (a fi ti5 . ..)I(). 
where @=(992143658810325476) has length T= 18. It follows that 
z~(...t3~t3tZ4)lo (mod 10k). 
This gives a clear picture of the digits zi, . . . . zk. Thus, z1=4, a= 6, ss= 7, 
24=4, . ..) z18=9, %0=6, 221’7, etc. 
Not much csn be said about the sequence of leading digits of z, unless 
one has more information &bout the relative sixes of the terms 23s(%@) 
and 13x(3) in (4.33). 
As a further problem, let g= 10 and let the positive integers ~(1) and 
~(2) be of the form 
z(~~=(04104104 . . . 041041)10; 
x(2) = (737373 . . . 737373)10, 
each with at least k digits. Find a positive integer z such that 
(4.34) x(l) z=z@) (mod 1Ok). 
Since ~(1) is prime to g= 10 (its last digit 1 is prime to 10) this problem 
has modulo 10k a unique solution z. Because 
x(1) G -41/999 [mod lOk] and ~(2) c -73/99 [mod lOk], 
it satisfies 
z E (~~)(~~~)=~.‘=3+6(10)-:#1Os) [mod l@]. 
Here, 158/461= (.3603325942)10 and it follows that 
z = (... iZ8tiJt3tZ)lo (mod lo’), 
where @ = (3503325942) has length T = 10, while 4= (53). For example, 
ohoosing x(1) = (041041 . . . 041)io with k=42 digits (counting the flrst zero) 
and z= (a @ @ 5 S)io also with 42 digits, one fmds that 
x~~~.z=(14378014378014378014378014378014378014378 
737373737373737373737373737373737373737373)m. 
The leading part of the product naturally behaves as the decimal ex- 
pansion (41/999)(168/461) = 168/10989= (.014378)10. 
As a lest problem, consider a positive integer of the form 
(4.36) 2 = f&x(l) + @X(2) + . . * + a&fx(M). 
Here, the a,,, are fixed integers, while the xm are periodic positive integers 
of the form (4.3). Fixing M, the am, Tm and E(m) (nz=l, . . . . .M), we shall 
be interested in the digit behavior of z (to the base g) for the case that 
the number qm of blocks 8(m) in (4.3) is large for all nz in such a way that 
the positive integers x(m) are roughly of the same size. For convenience, 
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we will restrict ourselves to the case that 
(4.36) qlTl=qzT2= . . . =qMTM=N, 
(say). In the special case u#‘) > 0 (see (4.4)), this would mean that z(m) 
has precisely N digits. 
It follows from (4.3) that 
z,=gm~lw,(gTn)j=w,(gN_ l)/(gTn-- 1). 
j-0 
Here, wnc is the usual integer associated to fit*), (0< wm<grm). It follows 
from (4.36) that 
(4.37) .z= (gN- l)/!?, 
where the rational number B is defined by 
(4.38) j!?= z amWm/(gTm- 1). 
St-1 
In order that z be positive we must have @> 0. 
Let r and 8 be positive integers such that (g, 8) = 1 and ,9 = r/a. Taking 
8 as small as possible, it would be a divisor of the least common multiple 
of the numbers grn, - 1, (nz = 1, . . ., M), and thus a divisor of gr’ - 1. 
Here, T’ denotes the least common multiple of the periods Tl, . . ., TM. 
Let T denote the smallest positive integer with gr 3 1 (mod 8). Clearly, 
T is a divisor of T’. By (4.36), T’ is a divisor of N. Hence, N=qT with 
q as a (large) positive integer. 
We have from (3.7) and qmTm> N that 
dm) G -wm/(g%- 1) [mod gN], (m=l, . . . . M). 
Thus, (4.36) and (4.38) imply that 
(4.39) z E -,9=-r/e [mod gy. 
We know from Section 3 that -r/s can be represented as 
(4.40) -/?= -?‘/8=U-g*(R/8). 
Here, A, u and R denote nonnegative integers such that u < g* and 0 < R < 8 ; 
(if A = 0 then u = 0 ; R = 8 happens if and only if B is a positive integer : 
choose a such that g*-1x B < gh and u =g* - /3). Let iii = (WI, . . . , u)r) denote 
the block of T digits such that 
(4.41) R/s=(.s 8 8 ...)9.=w/(gT- I), 
where w = w@‘-1 + . . . + WT, (0 < w <gT). Let further II denote the block 
of h digits which corresponds to u, see (3.4). In view of the remarks 
following (3.14), we may now conclude from (4.39), (4.40) and (4.41) that 
(4.42) z=(6Yiiiiii... @GtZ)o (mod gN), 
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where the right hand side has j blocks G with j so large that jT + h > N. 
This result’ determines the N least signijicant digits 21, zz, . . . . zN in the 
expansion 2 = (. . . XNZN-~ . . . zzz& of z to the base g, (3 E (0, 1, . . ., g- 1)). 
We may as well assume that h in (4.40) is minimal (relative to r and s), 
which is the same as the block length of ~7 in (4.42) being minimal. If 
A> 1 this means that the leading digit zh of 4 differs from the leading 
digit (zh+r) of fi. Thus, it is easy to read off h, C and @ from an actual 
expansion of x, (provided N is large relative to T and h). 
Let us now turn to the leading digits of x. We have from (4.37) and 
(4.40) that 
(4.43) Z= {gh(R/8) -U)(gN - l)<gh+N. 
This shows that besides the digits 21, . . ., zN the only possible non-zero 
digits of z are the h digits zN+l, . . . , zN+h. In particular, if h = 0 then (4.42) 
with ti as the empty block completely describes the digits of z. In this 
case, z is purely periodic with period T. 
Now consider the case h> 1. Let 
v’= (zN+h, zN+h-1, . . . , zN+l) 
denote the block of the h leading digits of z (in the wide sense since it 
is possible that zN+h= 0). Let 
v=(zN+h, . . . . zN+l)g=zN+hgh-‘+ . ..+zN+l 
be the corresponding integer with 0 < v cgh. We claim that v and ti are 
independent of N and that, given h, the blocks ii and B determine each 
other in a very simple way. In fact, we assert that the corresponding 
integers u and v satisfy 
(4.44) ?&+v=(fi5 G z-8 . ..)g. 
where the latter expansion has precisely h digits (so that the last block 
@ may be incomplete). More precisely, let b and t be the unique non- 
negative integers such that h= bT + t and t < T. Define further 
(4.46) ‘t,,,=(~@6,..@fiiwl,w~, . . . . t&)g, (O<mh<g’), 
(with b full blocks E followed by the digits WI, . . . . wt). Then (4.44) is 
meant to express the fact that 
(4.46) u+v=oh. 
Thus, v can be calculated as v=wh--U. 
As. to the proof, note that the contribution of the leading digits 
zN+h, a.., zN+l to z is equal to v - g N. Thus, the assertion (4.44) (in the 
precise form (4.46)) says that the positive integer z’ =z+ ugN is smaller 
than gN+h and has its fist h leading digits z&+h,, . .., &+I equal to the 
first h=bT+t digits in (@E@ . ..). 
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In fact, one even has the stronger result that 
(4.47) z+uqN=(fiiii-iij . . . 8iZ4), , 
where there are q blocks 6 followed by a single block G; (note that (4.47) 
may also be regarded as a sharpening of (4.42)). The identity (4.47) is 
equivalent to the identity 
z+ugN=gh(g(q-l)T+g(q-2)T+ . . . +gT+ l)w+u. 
And the latter in turn is an easy consequence of (4.37), (4.40), (4.41) 
and N=qT. 
EXAMPLES. Here we take g= 10. Consider first the case M= 1 of 
(4.35) with al=(31415926)10, qi=16, TI=~, zW=(8, 4, 7) so that 
~(1) = (847847 . . . 847847)10 
with N = 48 decimal digits. One finds that ~=a@) is given by 
z=(26635925 I2472472472472472472472472472472472472472 ( 
2061 1322)ro. 
Clearly, T = 3 here so that @ is one of the triplets (2, 4, 7) ; (4, 7, 2) ; 
(7, 2, 4). But from (4.42) (or (4.47)), with G of minimal length, one has 
in fact that G = (4, 7, 2) and h= 8. Further, 
u=(20611322)10 and v=(26635926)io 
and one easily verifies that u + v = (47247247)lo = 08. 
Or take 2M= 2, N = 48 with al and z(l) as above. Let further 
a2= (1414213562)10, 
qs=16, Ts=3 and GP)=(l, 2, 3) so that 
x(2)=(123123 . . . 123123)10 
with 48 decimal digits. One finds that z=aiz(r) +usz(s) is given by 
z=(200758316 I763763763763763763763763763763763763763 1 
563005448)10. 
In this case T=3; iZ=(7, 6, 3); h=9, 
u = (563005448)lo and v = (200758315)ia. 
One easily verifies that u + v = (763763763)ia = 00. 
REMARK. Consider the cyclic permutation G.+ = (?&+I, . . . , wr, WI, . . . , wt) 
of the block @=(wi, . . . . wr) and let w+ denote the corresponding in- 
teger with 0~ we <g T. iis is easily seen, gTWh --WI= ghw - we, hence, 
w,=ghw (mod g*-1). Further, x+v~(zZ @ . . . @ w&,--(G* a, . . . G&, 
[mod g@‘j, showing that the digits ZqT, . . ., zh+l of z agree with the corres- 
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ponding digits in (. . . IT& B, 2zi*)o. Moreover, 
/!I= -u+gAW/(g~-1)=(0h-U)+W*/(g*-1), 
therefore, w* can be calculated from 
w*~(g~-l)~-~~~~w~(g~-l)/(~~-l) (mod P-1). 
In the special case where T,=Tl is independent of m one may take 
T-T1 so that 
W*E 5 CZmWn, (mod gT-1). 
m-1 
For instance, in the last example with g= 10, T = 3, ilf= 2, one has 
a~=31+415+926=373 (mod 999) and ~bl~lr(373)(847)=316931=315+ 
931r247 (mod 999). Similarly, aa=l+414+213+562=191 (mod 999) 
and aa~+191)(123)=516 (mod 999) so that w,=247+616=763. 
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